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Method of calibrating a control system for controlling a device

This invention relates to a method of calibrating a control system for

controlling a device. Furthermore, the invention relates to a control system for controlling a

device. The invention also relates to a control interface for use in a control system, to a

pointing device, and to an electrically or electronically controllable device comprising such a

control system.

Up until now, a commonly known means of interaction between a user and a

device, such as a home entertainment device or other electronic device, has been the remote

control. With the aid of a remote control, a user can issue one of a number of predefined

commands to the device with which that remote control can communicate. However, the

commands available to the user are limited, and the buttons associated with the commands

are often non-intuitive. Furthermore, each device generally has its own remote control. This

can be annoying, particularly in modern homes, where a user might have several home

entertainment devices such a television, CD player, DVD player, tuner, etc., and therefore

also a variety of remote controls.

Recent developments in modes of interaction between a user and a device

have led to a more intuitive and practical hand-held pointing device, which the user simply

aims at a device in order to choose an option from a number of options on a screen, or to

make a certain gesture, which is then interpreted as a particular command. The large array of

buttons usually to be found on a typical remote control is, for such a pointing device, entirely

superfluous.

A user interface system based on a pointing device is known from WO

2004/04701 1 A2, which disclosure is herewith included by reference. The concept of such a

system is that a pointing device connected to a camera can be used to control any device in its

surroundings by being aimed at an object, e.g. a housing of the device, a screen, or any other

application or accessory associated with the device. Such a pointing device can be used to

control a device by pointing at, for example, the display of the device, upon which might be

shown a number of options. One possible use of such a pointing device can be to allow a user



to select one of the options by showing a cursor at a point in the display which appears to

correspond to a point at which the pointing device is being aimed. For example, once the user

has positioned the cursor over the desired option, he can proceed to select that option. The

camera of the pointing device generates images of the target area at which it is being aimed,

and the image data are subsequently analyzed to determine the option selected by the user,

the actual device aimed at by the user, a gesture performed by the user, etc. The pointing

device's camera is typically a digital camera based on CMOS (complementary metal oxide

semiconductor) or CCD (charge-coupled device) technology.

However, it may be that discrepancies between that which is displayed on the

screen and that which is "seen" by the camera of the pointing device result in erroneous

interpretation of the image data. For example, the update rate of a screen and the capturing

rate of the camera might lead to a "flickering" in the image data, or to errors in the image data

that subsequently lead to errors in the image processing. Furthermore, incorrect or non-

optimal color or grey-scale rendering can lead to incorrect or ambiguous image interpretation

results.

US 6,618,076 Bl offers a system for determining the relationship between an

image, which is to be rendered on a screen by a projector and the image as it actually appears

on the screen and captured by a camera. However, this approach ultimately offers no more

than a mapping between points in an image and points on a display in order to determine the

projection aspect. The other problems mentioned above are not addressed by US 6,61 8,076

Bl.

Therefore, an object of the present invention is to provide an easy way of

compensating for the differences between images as presented on a display and as captured

by a camera of a pointing device.

To this end, the present invention provides a method of calibrating a control

system for controlling a device, comprising a pointing device with a camera, in which

method a test pattern is presented on a display associated with the device. The pointing

device is aimed in the direction of the display in the usual manner, and, using the camera of

the pointing device, image data is generated of the test pattern shown on the display. The test

pattern image data is analyzed to determine image characteristic information. The control

system and/or the display associated with the device to be controlled is then calibrated

according to the image characteristic information.



The device to be controlled may be any electrically or electronically

controllable device associated with a display or monitor for rendering an image, such as the

display of a television, personal computer, projector system, etc. In the following, the term

"display" describes both types of image rendering area, whether monitor or backdrop. The

device to be controlled can thus be any type of home entertainment device, e.g. DVD

recorder, television, etc., or any other device for which user options can be presented or

rendered graphically on a display. To avoid confusion in the following text, the image shown

in a display is referred to as the "rendered image", whereas an image of this rendered image,

captured by the camera of the pointing device, is referred to as the "captured image" or

"image data". Depending on the image rendering circuitry and technology, the images will be

rendered on the display within a particular region given by the aspect ratio of the display, and

at a certain frame rate. Furthermore, the rendered images will exhibit a certain amount of

flicker or afterglow, generally imperceptible to a human viewer, but which may have

detrimental effects in image processing of the captured images.

The test pattern presented on the display of the device need be presented only

briefly, long enough for the camera of the pointing device to capture one or more images of

the test pattern. These captured images, or image data, can subsequently be analyzed to

deduce or compute image characteristic information. Here, the term "image characteristic

information" is intended to mean any information, relevant to a calibration procedure,

describing qualities of the captured image, or discrepancies between the captured image (that

which is actually "seen") and the test image (that which is intended to be seen). To this end,

the known information describing the test pattern - for example, the pattern data supplied to

the graphics card of the display - can be compared in a suitable way to the captured image of

the test pattern to obtain the image characteristic information.

Using the image characteristic information thus acquired, it is possible to

determine any measures which need to be taken to adapt the step of image analysis to adjust

for discrepancies between that which is presented on the display and that which is captured

by the camera of the pointing device, i.e. it is possible to calibrate the control system. For

instance, the image data might be altered to compensate for a discrepancy in brightness

between the test pattern and the captured image of the test pattern, for example by simply

adjusting the brightness level of the image data. In another example, the image characteristic

information might indicate that the frame rate of the display and the capture rate of the

camera are incompatible. In this case, the calibration step might comprise adjusting the

capture rate of the camera of the pointing device to give better results, or the step of image



analysis might be adjusted, for example, by ignoring or discarding one or more of a sequence

of captured images.

An appropriate control system for controlling a device comprises a test pattern

source for supplying test pattern data for a test pattern to be presented on a display of the

device, and a pointing device, which pointing device comprises a camera for generating

image data of the display in a target area in front of the pointing device. Furthermore, the

control system comprises an image analysis unit for analyzing the image data to determine

image characteristic information. The control system also comprises a calibration unit for

determining, on the basis of the image characteristic information, calibration adjustments

required for performing adjustments to the image data and/or the step of image analysis,

and/or the display associated with the device to be controlled.

An obvious advantage of the invention is that, by performing the calibration

process described above, the interaction between the pointing device and the device to be

controlled can be easily optimized without requiring any significant user participation. The

acquisition of the image characteristic information for a pointing device and a particular

display need only be carried out once. Since the test pattern need only be shown briefly in the

display, the user will not be inconvenienced in any significant way. Thereafter, the

information acquired can be put to good use during normal interaction between the pointing

device and the device to be controlled, in order to enable or improve the interaction by

allowing correct interpretation of the images of the display captured by the camera of the

pointing device. The method of calibration can be repeated as often as necessary, for

example, whenever the user switches between displays by aiming pointing device at a

different display, such as when the user switches from interacting with a device associated

with a television display in the living room to a device associated with a display in, say, the

kitchen.

The dependent claims and the subsequent description disclose particularly

advantageous embodiments and features of the invention.

The test pattern presented on the display of the device preferably comprises a

number of different elements. One of these might be an orientation marker, which can have a

distinct shape and be located in, say, the bottom left corner of the test pattern as it appears in

the display, so that image analysis can determine the orientation of the captured images.

Another element might be a high-contrast element (e.g. a checkerboard pattern of black and

white squares). The high-contrast element can serve to provide information as to the

difference in brightness between "light" and "dark". The test pattern might also comprise



color elements in various shades of the primary colors red, green and blue, as well as, for

example, elements showing different grey-scale levels. The color elements can be used to

estimate the color rendering characteristics of the phosphors or light-emitting substrate of the

display, and the response curves of the camera's sensors. Furthermore, the test pattern might

comprise one or more temporal elements, such as patches that oscillate at different known

frequencies, or a time progress bar, showing the remaining duration of the test pattern in the

display.

The temporal elements can preferably be used to determine, for example, the

latency of the system, i.e., the time which elapses between rendering an image on the display,

capturing the image by the camera of the pointing device, and processing the image.

Additional delays might incur if the image data must be transmitted from the pointing device

to an external control interface prior to the image processing. If the latency is too long, an

undesirable result might be that a cursor on the screen does not smoothly follow the user's

movements with the pointing device, or that the reaction of the system to the user's

movements is delayed. If the image characteristic information indicates that the latency is too

long, the calibration procedure might react by, for example, reducing the image-processing

effort to at least increase the speed at which the image processing is carried out.

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, the step of analyzing the image

data comprises application of known dimensional data pertaining to the pointing device. This

known dimensional data can typically be data describing the display resolution of the

captured image, e.g. the image size in pixels of the camera's CCD or CMOS sensor array, the

position of the principle point - i.e. the intersection of the optical axis of the camera lens with

the sensor array - the capture rate of the camera, etc. Such known dimensional data can be

stored in a suitable memory chip in the pointing device and simply supplied, as header

information, along with the image data to the image analysis unit. Alternatively, a source of

the known dimensional data of the pointing device can be external to the pointing device

itself, and can be accessed in some way by the control system and forwarded to the image

analysis unit. By application of the known dimensional data to the step of image analysis, it is

possible to determine, among others, the aspect ratio of the display.

By comparing the test pattern directly to the image of the test pattern in the

method according to the invention, it is possible to determine discrepancies between the

rendering of the test pattern in the display and its appearance in a captured image. These

discrepancies are characteristic of the system, i.e. they are caused by physical properties of

the system such as color rendering characteristics of the display, the detection spectrum of



the camera of the pointing device, the frame rate of the display, the capture rate of the

camera, illumination flicker of the display, etc. A comparison of the test pattern as it should

appear and as it does appear in the image data gives the image characteristic data which can

be used to generate calibration information for performing appropriate adjustments in order

to obtain accurate image analysis in an actual interaction mode, since the actual purpose of

the pointing device, as described in WO 2004/04701 1 A2, is allow interaction between a user

and a device. For example, such an adjustment on the basis of the calibration information

might involve providing the graphics card of the display with corrective information to

improve the image rendering. Alternatively, the control interface might communicate with

the pointing device to effect a change in the image acquisition by, for example, altering the

camera's shutter time. In another possible approach, the calibration information might be

applied to adapt the image processing step, for example by first processing the image data by

means of suitable algorithms to compensate for undesirable discrepancies between the test

pattern as it should appear and as it does appear in the image.

To use the pointing device to interact with a device to be controlled, the user

can aim the pointing device in the direction of the display associated with the device, upon

which is presented a number of "options" such as, for example, a number of menu items.

Subsequently - as explained above - an image of a target area aimed at by the pointing

device is generated, and the target area image, or image data, is processed to determine the

target point at which the pointing device is aimed. The chosen option is determined

depending on the position of the target point in the display, or a cursor which is positioned in

the display according to the movements of the pointing device. An option might be a menu

item presented on a display, and aiming the pointing device at the option allows the user to

easily select the option, by having a cursor seem to follow the movements of the pointing

device.

Computer vision algorithms can be applied to determine the target point in the

target area image when the pointing device is being aimed at a display in a calibration or

interaction mode. A method of processing the image data of the target area image using

computer vision algorithms might comprise detecting distinctive points in the target image

data, determining corresponding points in a template of the component, e.g. the screen, of the

device or in the (known) surroundings of the component, and developing a transformation for

mapping the points in the image data to the corresponding points in the template. This

transformation can then be used to determine the position and aspect of the pointing device

relative to the component, so that the point of intersection of the pointing axis with the



component can be located in the template. The position of this intersection in the template

corresponds to the target point in the component at which the user is aiming the pointing

device, and which can be used to easily identify the area occupied by a test pattern, or the

option which has been targeted by the user. Comparing the image data with the pre-defined

template may thereby be restricted to identifying and comparing only salient points such as

distinctive corner points. The term "comparing" is to be understood in a broad sense, i.e. by

only comparing sufficient features in order to quickly identify the option at which the user is

aiming, or to identify the boundaries or the actual elements of a test pattern in the display.

The processing of the image data might be carried out within the pointing

device itself. However, the computing power of such a pointing device, which is preferably

realized to be held comfortably in the hand, is necessarily limited by the power required by

complicated computing processes. Therefore, in a preferred embodiment of the invention, the

image data might be transmitted for further processing to an external control interface. Such a

control interface, pursuant to the invention, comprises an image analysis unit for analyzing

image data of a display of a device to determine image characteristic information and a

calibration unit for determining, on the basis of the image characteristic information,

calibration adjustments required for the image data and/or for the step of image analysis to

compensate for discrepancies between the test pattern as it is intended to be seen in the

display, and the image of the test pattern as captured by the camera of the pointing device.

Such a control interface may be, for example, incorporated in the device to be

controlled. For example, a DVD player sold together with a pointing device might

incorporate such a control system and a means for communicating a test pattern to the display

of a television connected to the DVD player. Alternatively, this control interface may be

realized as a separate entity which can communicate in any appropriate manner with a device

to be controlled and an associated display, whereby such a control interface may be capable

of communicating with more than one device in the system, and with more than one system

or type of system.

To communicate image data from the pointing device to an external control

interlace, the pointing device is preferably equipped with a transmitter, and the control

interlace with a suitable receiver.

The control interface can also determine when a test pattern is to be presented

on a display of a device. For example, if the control interface does not yet have any

calibration information for a particular display, it may cause a test pattern to be briefly shown

when the pointing device is being aimed at the display. Alternatively, the control interface



might automatically cause the test pattern to be displayed briefly whenever the device being

controlled by the pointing device - e.g. a DVD player - has been turned on and the pointing

device is being aimed at the display connected to the DVD player. In another alternative, the

user can trigger a calibration procedure by means of a suitable command input to the control

system.

The control interface might be provided with a test pattern stored, for example,

as a suitable data file in a memory storage unit. The control interface can preferably

communicate this test pattern data to the display, for example by means of the graphics card

of the display, via a suitable interface. Alternatively, the control interlace may acquire the

test pattern from an external source, for example from the device itself.

Naturally, it is conceivable that the control interface be incorporated in the

pointing device, but, as long as the dimensions of the necessary units and modules are too

large to be incorporated in a hand-held device, the control interface is preferably realized as

an entity separate from the pointing device.

The pointing device and control system described above combine to give a

practical means for calibrating the interaction between the pointing device and any device,

which avails of a display for presenting user options. Application of the invention is

conceivable in various kinds of environment, such as a home, office, hotel environment, etc.

The method according to the invention can be applied to any electrically or electronically

controllable device of a system, which avails of a display to present its user options.

Furthermore, the control system and the device being controlled can comprise any number of

modules, components or units, and can be distributed in any manner.

Other objects and features of the present invention will become apparent from

the following detailed descriptions considered in conjunction with the accompanying

drawing. It is to be understood, however, that the drawings are designed solely for the

purposes of illustration and not as a definition of the limits of the invention.

Fig. 1 is a schematic representation of a control system comprising a pointing

device, and a control interface according to an embodiment of the invention, and a display

associated with a device to be controlled;

Fig. 2 shows a test pattern presented in a display of a device according to an

embodiment of the invention.



In the diagrams, like numbers refer to like objects throughout.

In Fig. 1, the essential elements of a control system according to the invention

are shown in a schematic manner: a pointing device 2, with a camera 3 in its tip, is being

aimed by a user (not shown in the diagram) at a display 4 associated with a device to be

controlled 10, such that a test pattern TP, being shown in the display 4, falls within the target

area A aimed at by the pointing device 2.

The test pattern TP being rendered on the display 4 of the device 10 has been

supplied to the device 10 by a control interface 20, in the form of a suitable signal 24

comprising test pattern data 21, retrieved from a test pattern source 11. The test pattern TP

features several different elements, each of which serves a different purpose.

The various elements of the test pattern will now be explained with the aid of

Fig. 2.

A high-contrast element 30 consists of alternating squares of black and white

to give a checkerboard pattern. Towards the middle of the test pattern TP, color elements 33

are depicted as squares or patches of different colors and grey-scale levels. Due to the

limitations of such a diagram, these patches can only be shown as patterns in black and white,

but in reality, the patches are in color or grey-scale.

Another element, an orientation marker 34, serves to define the orientation of

an image of the test pattern TP since it is located at a predefined position in the test pattern

TP. Here, the orientation marker 34 is located towards the lower left of the test pattern TP.

Along the lower edge of the test pattern TP, a series of oscillating elements 32

is shown. Each of these oscillating elements 32 flickers or blinks at a certain frequency, at

IHz, 2Hz, 4Hz, 8Hz and 16Hz, as seen from left to right in the diagram. Another element

whose content changes over time is the temporal element 31, which is a type of progress

indicator, and indicates the elapsed and remaining time for presentation of the test pattern TP

in the display 4 by gradually "filling up". Since the entire duration of presentation of the test

pattern TP in the display 4 is predefined, and therefore also the time taken for the temporal

element 3 1 to fill up, the control system can determine the overall latency of the system by

means of the temporal element 31 together with the oscillating elements 32.

The camera 3 of the pointing device 2 generates a sequence of images of the

test pattern TP in the display 4. The resulting image data 5 of the target area A are

transmitted via a transmitter 18 to the control interface 20, where they are picked up by a

receiver 17 and forwarded to an image analysis unit 12 in the control interface 20 (Fig. 1).



To correctly interpret the image data 5, the image analysis unit 12 also avails

of known dimensional data 7 pertaining to the pointing device 2, which it can retrieve from a

memory 19. An alternative means of supplying the image analysis unit 12 with the required

dimensional data of the pointing device 2 would be for the pointing device 2 to transmit the

dimensional data to the control interface 20 along with the image data 5. However, for the

sake of clarity, the dimensional data 7 is shown as being retrieved from a physical source 19.

The pointing device dimensional data 7 can be information describing the size of the camera's

sensor array, its capture rate, the location of the principle point, etc., and assists the image

analysis unit 12 in correctly processing the image data 5.

The image analysis unit 12 compares the image data 5 of the test pattern TP,

under consideration of the dimensional data 7 of the pointing device 2, to the actual TP data

2 1. By knowing what it should see - the actual test pattern data 2 1 - and by analyzing what it

actually does see - the image data 5 - the image analysis unit 12 can determine several

characteristics of the system, such as color rendering characteristics, delay times, contrast

levels, etc. This information is provided as image characteristic information 6 to a calibration

unit 13, which in turn determines any measures, which can be taken to adjust for the

characteristics mentioned above. For example, the calibration unit 13 might determine that

certain adjustments should be made to the image data 5 prior to image analysis in order to

correct for certain system characteristics, such as non-optimal color rendering, etc. The

calibration unit 13 provides the relevant unit, in this case the image analysis unit 12, with the

necessary information in the form of calibration information 14. It is also conceivable that the

calibration unit 13 provide another unit or module with calibration information 14. For

example, it might provide the graphics card of the display with corrective information to

improve the image rendering, or it might communicate with the pointing device 2 to effect a

change in the image acquisition by, for example, altering the camera's shutter time.

Once the calibration procedure has been carried out, the user can continue to

interact with the device 10 by means of the pointing device 2, in the usual manner. This

involves interpretation of the image data 5 to determine the point at which the user is aiming

the pointing device 2, in order to determine any option he may have chosen. This is described

exhaustively in WO 2004/04701 1 A2, and only briefly indicated here with the aid of the

image interpretation block 9, which performs the necessary interpretation of the image

analysis results 8 in order to generate corresponding control commands 18 which can be

forwarded to the device, for example by means of the communication interface 23.



For the sake of simplicity, the control interlace has been shown as a separate

block. Generally, however, a control interface could be incorporated in the device to be

controlled, in this case the television. If the device to be controlled does not have its own

display, for example a DVD player, its control interface can send the test pattern TP to the

television or monitor connected to the DVD player so that the display of the television or

monitor can present the test pattern for the calibration process.

Although the present invention has been disclosed in the form of preferred

embodiments and variations thereon, it will be understood that numerous additional

modifications and variations could be made thereto without departing from the scope of the

invention. For example, the calibration procedure according to the invention can be activated

whenever the pointing device is aimed at a display previously "unknown" to the control

system. The control system can supply the display with a test pattern so that the test pattern is

rendered in the display, allowing the control system to calibrate itself for this display. The

control system might store information, acquired in this way, for a number of different

displays, so that the pointing device of the control system can be used to successfully interact

with devices associated with any number of displays.

For the sake of clarity, it is also to be understood that the use of "a" or "an"

throughout this application does not exclude a plurality, and "comprising" does not exclude

other steps or elements. A "unit" may comprise a number of blocks or devices, unless

explicitly described as a single entity.



CLAIMS:

1. A method of calibrating a control system (1) for controlling a device (10),

comprising a pointing device (2) with a camera (3), which method comprises the steps of

presenting a test pattern (TP) on a display (4) associated with the device (10)

to be controlled;

- aiming the pointing device (2) in the direction of the display (4);

using the camera (3) of the pointing device (2) to generate image data (5) of

the test pattern (TP) shown on the display (4);

analyzing the image data (5) to determine image characteristic information (6);

calibrating the control system (1) and/or the display (4) according to the image

characteristic information (6).

2. A method according to claim 1, wherein the step of analyzing the image data

(5) comprises application of known dimensional data (7) pertaining to the pointing device

(2).

3. A method according to claim 1 or claim 2, wherein the step of calibration of

the control system (1) comprises performing adjustments to the image data (5) and/or to the

step of image analysis to compensate for the image characteristic information (6).

4. A method according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the test pattern

(TP) comprises a high-contrast element (30) and/or a temporal element (31), and/or an

oscillating element (32) and/or a color element (33), and/or an orientation marker (34).

5. A control system (1) for controlling a device (10), comprising

- a test pattern source ( 11) for supplying test pattern data (21) for a test pattern

(TP) to be presented on a display (4) of the device (10) to be controlled;

a pointing device (2), which pointing device (2) comprises a camera (3) for

generating image data (5) of the display (4) in a target area (A) in front of the pointing device

(2);



an image analysis unit (12) for analyzing the image data (5) to determine

image characteristic information (6);

a calibration unit (13) for determining, on the basis of image characteristic

information (6), calibration adjustments (14) required for the image data (4) and/or for the

step of image analysis.

6. A control interface (20), comprising

an image analysis unit (12) for analyzing image data (5) of a display (4) of a

device (10) to be controlled to determine image characteristic information (6);

- a calibration unit (13) for determining, on the basis of image characteristic (6),

calibration adjustments (14) required for the image data (4) and/or for the step of image

analysis and/or for the display (4) associated with the device (10) to be controlled.

7. A control interface according to claim 6, comprising a source (19) of known

dimensional data (7) pertaining to the pointing device (2).

8. A control interface according to claim 6 or claim 7, comprising a test pattern

acquisition unit (22) for acquiring from a test pattern source (11) test pattern data (21) to be

presented as a test pattern (TP) on a display (4) of a device (10) to be controlled.

9. A control interface according to claim 8, comprising a communication

interlace (23) for communicating the test pattern data (21) to the device (10) to be controlled.

10. A control interface according to any of claims 6 to 9, comprising a receiver

(17) for receiving image data (5) from a pointing device (2).

11. A pointing device (2) for use in a control system (1), comprising a camera (3)

for generating image data (5) of a target area (A) in front of the pointing device (2), and a

control interface (20) according to any of claims 6 to 9.

12. An electrically or electronically controllable device (10) comprising a control

interlace (20) according to any of claims 6 to 10.
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